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DIY MURDER 
MYSTERY 

GAMES 
(In no particular order) 

 
No doubt about it but the 
deceased has been 
murdered!  You will need to 
figure out potential motives 
and try to establish alibis in 
your effort to find the killer.  
Only problem the murderer 
can and will lie; framing 
innocent guests with dodgy 
alibis. 
 
Take on the role of an 
outrageously fun character 
who is a suspect in a 
murder investigation.  You 
will need to use your wits 
and detective skills to catch 
the killer in your midst or try 
and get away with murder 
by framing other suspects. 
 
All that is needed from you 
is a sense of humour! You 
will not be doing any 
acting, script reading or 
stage performing.  You and 
your fellow suspects will 
interogate each other, 
taking note of any clues, 
motives or alibis revealed to 
the group in order for you to 
catch a murderer!   Terribly 
fake International accents 
and over-actors are most 
welcome! 

AN ELECTRIFYING 
PERFORMANCE 
During a live recording of the 
American Idolz competition, 
Phil Ronin, the fan favourite in 
the competition dies horribly 
after being electrocuted by the 
microphone.  You can expect to 
wade through backstage gossip 
and professional envy to figure 
out who is responsible!  
Dress code; 80’s Pop Rock  
Difficulty level; Easy  
Age restriction:  16+ 
Suspects:  8 
 
ARCTIC PSYCHO 
A series of unfortunate 
accidents take the lives of 4 
expedition members on a 
voyage to Antarctica. No one 
can deny that a killer is on the 
loose after Sir Henry Evans is 
found dead an ice-pick firmly 
lodged in his eye. Expect 
characters with ice in their 
veins and a plot that will send 
chills down your spine.  
Dress code; 80’s Arctic Boho   
Difficulty level; Easy  
Age restriction:  18+ 
Suspects: 8 
 
BLACK GOLD: RIGGED FOR 
DISASTER 
A cyclone hits during the 
opening of a new oil rig and 
guests are air lifted to shore. A 
bomb threat comes to light 
during the chaos and 
Alessandro Bernstein leaves 
the last few remaining guests 
in the dark to disable a bomb.  
Later his body is discovered 
covered in oil; his lungs filled 
with the slippery black gold...  
Dress code; Smart with a 
Hardhat   

Difficulty level; Easy 
Age restriction:  16+ 
Suspects: 8 
 
BLOODY GRAIL, THE   
Kathleen Kenyon-Loret was 
found stabbed to death in the 
library; a man standing over her 
lifeless body and a dagger and 
ceremonial sword both covered 
in her blood beside her. In true 
King Arthur style you will 
embark on a quest to find the 
Holy Grail and solve the grisly 
murder of one of the 
expedition members in the 
process!  
Dress code; Medieval   
Difficulty level; Easy 
Age restriction:  16+ 
Suspects: 8 
 
DEATH OF A HIGH SCHOOL 
CHEERLEADER 
The body of Jennifer Ashton, 
the head cheerleader, is found 
dead with a pom-pom stuffed 
down her throat under the 
bleachers. 
You will get the opportunity to 
go back to school and re-write 
history or re-live the glory days 
while solving a hideous crime. 
Dress code; 90’s Back to School    
Difficulty level; Easy 
Age restriction:  16+ 
Suspects: 8 
 
FRAUD MOST FOUL 
(LOUISIANA OR SHANGHAI 
EDITION)  
Diane Armstrong is found dead 
in an upmarket hotels steam 
room.  The dilemma;  she had 
already been declared dead a 
month earlier and a hefty 
insurance policy was paid out a 
few days earlier. Expect to 
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wade through all the lies, spite 
and corruption of this well to 
do woman’s life and dig up the 
truth surrounding the 
fraudulent insurance claim and 
her steamy death.  
Dress code; 1920’s  
Difficulty level; Tricky 
Age restriction:  16+ 
Suspects: 8 
 
HORRIFIC HIEROGLYPHICS 
Passengers onboard a steamer 
cruising down the river Nile are 
shocked when a fellow guest; 
Professor Albert Tullie, is seen 
floating down the river. Join us 
for a game filled with mystery 
and treachery as suspects are 
transported back in time to the 
land of sun, sand and 
sarcophagus’ to unearth 
shocking secrets and sinister 
plots before solving this 
scorching mystery.  
Dress code; 1960’s Egyptian 
Sass  
Difficulty level; Easy 
Age restriction: 16+ 
Suspects: 8 
 
NO PARLEY FOR THE DEAD  
At a gathering of the infamous 
second ‘brethren’ court the 
pirate lords are shocked to 
discover the body of 
Gentleman Mufasa floating in 
the water… it appears he was 
forced to walk the plank!   
Dress code; Scalleywag Pirates    
Difficulty level; Easy 
Age restriction:  16+ 
Suspects: 8 
 
SHIPWRECKED AND UNDER 
SUSPICION  
A ship runs aground, valuable 
cargo goes missing and the 

captain turns up dead. Expect a 
mystery overflowing with 
scandalous undercurrents, lost 
treasure and sabotage!  
Dress code; Shipwrecked       
Difficulty level; Tricky  
Age restriction:  18+ 
Suspects: 8 
 
 
TOXIC STRIPTEASE – HEN 
PARTY  
Rusty Cox was the evening’s 
entertainment at a 
bachelorettes party but his 
sexy gyrating moves soon 
turned to convulsions as he 
slumped to the floor and died 
to the horror of the bride to be 
and her friends! 
Dress code; Las Vegas Glitz 
Difficulty level; Easy  
Age restriction: 18+ 
Suspects: 8 
 
TOXIC STRIPTEASE – 
BACHELORS  
Ivanka Fox was the evening’s 
entertainment at a bachelor’s 
party but her sexy moves soon 
turned to convulsions as she 
slumped to the floor and died 
to the horror of the groom to 
be and his friends! 
Dress code; Las Vegas Swank 
Difficulty level; Easy  
Age restriction: 18+ 
Suspects: 8 
 
 
VOODOO IN THE BIG EASY 
Edgar Degas body is found 
dead hanging in the library at 
the annual Mardi Gras 
Celebration in New Orleans. 
Suspiciously a Voodoo doll is 
found in his jacket pocket and 
his hands tied behind his back! 

Dress code; Funky Mardi Gras  
Difficulty level; Easy 
Age restriction: 16+ 
Suspects: 8 
 
WANTED DEAD OR ALIVE  
Lord Phillip Chatterley is found 
dead after a botched train 
robbery. Was Lord Phillip 
simply collateral damage or is 
there a more sinister plot at 
hand? 
Dress code; Wild Wild west 
Difficulty level; Tricky 
Age restriction: 18+ 
Suspects: 8 
 


